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Wash & Care
Your DREAM is a practical luxury. Simple and easy, caring for DREAM does not cost much in terms
of either money or time. With the right care, you can keep your DREAM in the best condition for years. So relax and enjoy
your DREAM!
DREAM is best washed in the DREAM wash bag.If you do not have the original DREAM wash bag, you need to brings the tips of
the DREAM together and wrap them thoroughly in a soft cloth before putting the DREAM in a mesh bag/pillow case. This is done
so their hard ends of the tips do not come in contact with the DREAM strips during the wash process. Otherwise, proceed as per
the instructions accompanying the images. FREESTYLEs above 220cm wide is delivered in more than one piece for ease of care.
These separate pieces are joint by small Velcro tabs. While washing, take care to fold this extended piece of hard-velcro inwards
and stick it to the patch of soft-velcro given for this purpose. This is done to avoid the hard-velcro coming in contact with the any of
the rest of DREAM during the wash cycles and causing damage.
The AURAS DREAM can be rolled lengthwise, lining facing outside, and bound loosely with strings at a couple of places to keep it
compact during the wash process. The tips can be bound and the roll placed in the wash bag.
DREAM TABLE or DREAM LIGHT can be handled in the same way as DREAM FREESTYLE is (shown below).
No special detergents, a small quantity of any mild detergent works for DREAM. Wash your DREAM separately, on a delicate wash
program and a maximum water temperature of 30°. Do not soak DREAM, or bundle it wet for a long time as this may
cause bleeding in some colors. Avoid scrubbing, brushing or rubbing. In the instance where the water temperature cannot be
determined, you can request a sample strip for testing.

Fold the FREESTYLE along the
Bind the TIPS together,
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twist the strips together.
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DREAM Wash Bag and insert
the tips into the corner pocket

Pull the drawstring closed and
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tie it. Now zip the bag closed.
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FREESTYLE into a loose ball

In the case of smaller curtains Tie a band/string around to hold
fold over the excess volume
the bundle compact during
of the Wash Bag.
the washing

Drying:
It is best when DREAM is hung up to dry when it is yet moist (not dripping wet). Remember, the DREAM weaves are vulnerable
when wet, so handle it gently. No squeezing or wringing !
Ironing:
As DREAM regains its natural form after washing it is generally not necessary to iron it. The KALEIDO-Range colors however may
gather some creases during vigorous wash/drying cycles which can be smoothed out with an iron at °° or with a Hair dryer (held at
a distance of at least 5 cm).
Use:
Hanging up the DREAM CURTAIN is simple: Open the velcro attachments of the C–head rod-pocket and fasten them with the rod
inside- no need to detach the rod from the wall ! In the case of curtain tracks with gliders, you can simply sew on transparent curtain
tapes to DREAM's extended rod-pocket provided for the purpose.
The DREAM TABLE. This running panel goes around a table to form a table-skirt. A concealed velcro attachment (V-head) at the
back, along the width fastens the skirt to a DREAM table-liner or directly to the table or table cover.
The AURAS Sliding panels comes with concealed velcro-heads (V-head) for the sliders and hem rod-pockets for weights.
Roman-blinds come with C-heads or V-heads and have rings and rod-pockets for the support-bars.
The DREAM LIGHT has an outer shell layer which is fastened along the outer rim of the acrylic disc by Velcro. Optionally, it can
also have an inner layer + a Shade or Double-shade which are simply hung from the disc by attached loops.
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